Conference Call Series on Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) and Ethical Issues in Research

Call #4: Beyond the University IRB: Understanding Alternative Models for Human Protection, Part I: Supplementing the IRB for Community Protection with a Community Advisory Board

Telspan, the conference call operator, will call the speakers and moderator at 11:30 a.m. PST in preparation for the call. We will speak as a group regarding last-minute details and receive instruction from the operator.

Monday, May 7, 2007, 12:00 – 1:30 p.m. Pacific Standard Time

Welcome, overview of call series 12:00 to 12:05
Introduction of moderator and instructions for participants
  Kristine Wong, Program Director, CCPH

Introduction of today's call topic and speakers by moderator 12:05 to 12:10
  Vanessa Northington Gamble, Director of the Bioethics Center

Presentation of the Community Advisory Board and Code of Research Ethics of the Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project, Mohawk Territory, Quebec, CA. 12:10 to 12:30
  Otsehtokon Alex M. McComber, Former Training Coordinator, Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project

Presentation of the Community Advisory Board for research at the Yakima Valley Farm Workers Clinic, a large community/migrant health center system in Washington State. 12:30 to 12:50
  Vickie Ybarra, Director of Outreach and Services, Yakima Valley Farmworkers Clinic

Q & A for all speakers 12:50 to 1:20
  Vanessa asks the operator to open the call for questions
  Moderated by Vanessa Northington Gamble

Closing Remarks regarding call content 1:20 to 1:25
  Vanessa Northington Gamble

Thank you and brief announcement 1:25 to 1:30
  Kristine Wong
Call description:

**Beyond the University IRB: Understanding Alternative Models for Human Protection, Part I: Supplementing the IRB for Community Protection with a Community Advisory Board**

- Introduction to the wide range of human protections options developed by community-based organizations and CBPR partnerships--from Community Advisory Boards that supplement University IRBs to independent Community Review Boards
- Examples of Community Advisory Boards that have been created for additional protections for the community, but work collaboratively with University IRBs
- Why and how these entities were created
- How these entities function and what purposes they serve
- How and when to develop a Community Advisory Board